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ABSTRACT 

THE EFFECT OF STEADY WITUDRAI-JAL OF FLUID 

IN GEOTHERMAL RESERVOIRS 

by 

Ping Cheng 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 

University of Hawaii 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822 

and 

K. H. Lau 
Hila College 

University of Hawaii 
~ilo, Hawaii 96720 

The problem of combined free and forced convection in geothermal reservoirs 

resulting from steady withdrawal of fluid is investigated numerically. The 

aquifer is confined by caprock on the top, heated by an impermeable surface at 

the bottom, and is recharged continuously f~om the ocean. The governing quasi-

linear partial differential equations in terms of pressure and temperature are 

approximated by finite difference equations which are solved numerically by 

iteration. Computations were carried out for both cylindrical and rectangular 

reservoirs for a selected set of parameters. It is found that the withdrawal 

rates and the location of the withdrawal site have a significant effect on heat 

transfer and fluid flow characteristics in a geothermal reservoir. 



10 Introduction 

In recent years the possibility of utilizing geothermal energy as a 

supplementary energy source has attracted considerable attention. Broadly 

speaking, all of the heat that is trapped ih the earth's interior can be 

regarded as geothermal resources. Depending upon geological and hydrological 

conditions, geothermal resources can exist in the form of hot water, steam, 

or hot rocks. With the present technology, only hot water and steam are used 

for power generation. As the liquid-dominated reservoir is estimated to be 

twenty times more abundant than the vapor-dominated ones (White, 1970), short

term, large scale utilization-of geothermal power will probably be derived 

from. 1 iquid-dominated systems. 

To extract geothermal energy from a liquid-dominated system, hot fluids 

in the reservoirs are continuously withdrawn through production wells either 

by flashing or by a dO\'/nhole pump. It is then piped to a geothermal power 

plant to drive a turbine directly or indirectly depending on whether the plant. 

is operating on a flashed steam system, a total flow system (Austin, et al., 

1973), or a binary system. The geothermal fluids are finally discharged from 

the power plant as waste water through subsurface reinjection (Laird, 1973). 

The problems of withdrawal of fluids have been studied extensively in ground

water hydrology (Muskat, 193-7; Hantush, 1964; Remson & Appel, 1965; Pinder & 

Bredehoeft, 1968), petroleum engineering (Mathews & Russell,. 1967), and flood 

control in stable, density stratified natural waters such as oceans and lakes 

(Debler, 1959; Kao, 1965}0 In most of these problems, buoyancy force is 

noticeably absent, and only pressure force, inertia force and viscous force 

interact with one another. On the other hand, buoyancy force plays an 

important role.in the problem of withdrawal of fluids in geothermal reservoirs. 

A careful search in the literature reveals that very little theoretical study 
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has been done on the withdrawal of fluids in geothermal reservoirs although 

some experimental work has been reported by Elder (1966). 

In this paper we shall study the effects of withdrawal rates and the 

location of the withdrawal sites on the temperature and velocity distribution 

in an island aquifer, confined by caprock on the top, heated by impermeable 

sur'face at the bottom, and recharged continuously by seepage from the ocean 

(see Fig. 1). To simplify the problem, idealized models of an axisymmetric 

a~d a two-dimensional rectangular geometries will be considered. The governing 

non-linear partial differential equations are approximated by a set of non

linear finite difference equat'ons which are solved numerically by iteration. 

To guarantee convergence of the iteration process, the non-linear convective 

terms are approximated by the upstream difference scheme (Roache, 1972). The 

convergence of the iteration is accelerated by the application of over- and 

.under-re1axation methods. 

II. Formulation of the Problem 

.. In the mathemati ca 1 formulation of the prob1 em, the fo11 owi ng assumptions 

wi 11 be made: 

A. the rock matrix is rigid, 

B. the flow and temperature fields are steady, 

c. the withdrawal of fluids is represented by idealized point sinks, 

D. the groundwater and the porous rocks are in local thermodynamic 

equil ibrium, 

Eo the temperature of the fluid is everywhere below boiling for the 

pressure at that depth, 

Fo the fluid and rock properties are homogeneous and isotropic, 

Go the variation of salt concentration is neglected, 

H. the Boussinesq approximation is employed. 
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With these approximations, the governing equations are 

div v = 0 

- K -v = --(grad p-pg) 
11 

- 2 
v • VT = eN T 

p = p [l-S(T-T )] s s 

, 

, 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

\\'here v, p, p, T and 9 are the velocity vector, density, pressure, temperature 

and the gravitational acceleration; 11 and S are the viscosity and the thermal 

expansion coefficient of the fluid, K the pel~meabi1ity of the rock; a = km/(pCp)f 

is the equivalent thermal diffusivity with km denoting the thermal conductivity 

of the rock and (PCp'f the product of the density and specific heat of the fluid • 
. 

The subscript s in Eq. (4) denotes the cond{tion in the ocean. 

It should be noted that Eq. (l) holds everywhere except at the points of 

withdrawal~ where the conservation of mass gives 

~ v·dA = Q *(X *) 'H' k k k 
, (5) 

where Qk* is the withdrawal rate in terms of volume of fluid per unit time, and 

Ak is an infJnitesimal elementary area enclosing the point Xk*. 

For an axisymmetric cylindrical reservoir with radius ~, depth h, and with. 

a sink located somewhere along r = 0, (Fig. 2A), the boundary conditions are 
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v(r,O) = ° 

T(r,O) = TL(r) 

v(r,h) = ° 

T(r,h) = T a 

.£.l?_( ° z) = 0 ar ' 

aT -(0 z) = 0 ar ' 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(7a) 

(7b) 

O<z<h (8a) 

O<z<h (8b) 

·O<z<h {gal 

o<z<h (9b) 

where TL{r}, Ta and Ts are given, and Pa is the hydrostatic pressure at z=h. 

To formulate the problem in terms of dimensionless variables, we introduce 

.p = [p-p -p g(h-z}]K/a~ s s 

T-T 
e = T _~ 

m s 

v = vh/a 

R = rlh 

Z = z/h 
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L == .tIll 

where T m is the maximum tempel~ature of the heated impermeabl e surface. 

Thus Eqs. (1) - (5) can be rewritten to give 

-
'A2s + 1 ~ + a2~ :: _ ~~ ..aJt _(ap -Ras)~ 
aR2 R aR az2 aR aR az ·az . . 

, 

Sk->-O 

(lla) 

(11 b) 

(12) 

where Ra == ps9hKS(Tm-Ts)/cxll is the modified Rayleigh number, and Sk is an 

elementary cylindrical surface area enclosing the sink. An equivalent formulation 

is to specify the pressure at the withdrawal point rather than the flow rate' 

Qk given by Eq. (12). 

Boundary conditions in terms of P and S are 

( 13a) 

S(R,l} :: Sa (l3b) 

e(L/2,Z) = 0 (13c) 

~~ (O,Z) = 0 (13d) 
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(14a) 

ap 
a-z(R, i) = RaSa , (14b) 

P(L/2,Z) = 0 , ( l4c) 

ap 
aR (O,Z) = 0 (14d) 

-For a two-dimensional rectangular geothermal reservoir (Fig. 28), the 

corresponding governing equations are 

(15a) 

(15b) 

where Qk E Qk*/a. with Qk* denoting the strength of the lin~ sink in terms of 

volume of fluid per unit time per unit length. Boundary conditions for a 

rectangular reservoir are also given by Eqs. (l3a, b, c) and (l4a, b, c) with 

the independent variable R replaced by X and Eqso (l3d) and (14d) replaced by 

the conditions 

, (16a) 

and 

• (16b) 
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III. Finite Difference Equation~ 

He now approximate the governing equations and boundary conditions by 

the finite difference methodo The problem domain is first divided into 

rectangular grids.with the sinks cOinciding with the grid pointso The Laplacian 

operators in the governing equations are approximated by the standard five-point 

formula and the f'irst derivatives in the 1 inear terms are approximated by the 

central difference method. The first derivative for 8 in each of the non-linear 

convective terms is approximated by the so-called upstream difference scheme 

(see for example, Roache, 1972) whereby it is approximated by forward or backward 
" 

difference depending on whether the local velocity component is positive or 

negativeo As we shall see, the matrix coefflcient of the resulting algebraic 

equations will be diagonally dominant, .which will guarantee convergence if the 

Gauss-Seidel iteration method is employed~ 

For an axisymmetric reservoir, \'/e only need to consider half of the 

domain. As is shown in Figo 3, the coordinates of the grid points are given 

by (Ri'Zj) where Ri = (i-l)llR ("i = 1,2 ••• M) and Zj = (j-l)llZ (j = 1,2 • .' .N). 

For an interior node (i = 2,. 0 .M-l, j = 1,. 0 oN), the finite difference 

approximations to Eqso (11) are 

and 

= 8,;,j+1-8J,j-1 
Ra 2 (llZ 

, (17a) 

8'+1 .-28 .. +8. l' 1 8'+1 .-e. '1' e. ·+1-2e .. +e .. 1 1 ,J 1,J 1- ,J + 1 ,J 1- ,J + 1,J 1,J 1,J-
(llR)2 (~R)(;-l) 211R (llz)2 

(A18'+1 .+A2e .. +A38·_1 .) (A48. ·+l+ASe .. +A6e. '-1) = U.. 1,J 1,J 1 ,J + V.. 1,J 1,J 1,J (l7b) 
1 ,J llR 1 ,J . llZ 
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where 

V = - ~~"':!..t1.:J.. - RaO [ P. . ,-P. . 1 ] 
i ,j 26.Z i ,j , 

Al=O, A2=1, A3=-1 when U. .>0 1,J-

A4=0, A5=1, A6=-1 when V .• >0 
1,J-

Al=l, A2=-1, A =0 3 when U •. <0 
1,J 

A4=1, As=-l, A =0 6 when V. ".<0 
1,J 

The nodal points along the center line R=O (i.e., i=l) need special 

attention since the terms k t~ and k ~~ in the Laplacian operators become 

indefinite. From the Hospital IS rule, we have 

1m _0 _ + __ ~ __ + _0 _ = 2_°_, _ + _d _ .:: 1 ,J 1,J 1 ,J 1· (~2p , , ~p ,,2p) ~2p 2p 2' [p '+1 .-2P. .+P. -1 .J 
R+O dR2 R aR dZ2 aR2 az2 . (6.R)2 

P .. +,-2P .. +P .. , 4[P2 .-P, .J P1 .+,-2P, '+P1 . 1 + 1 ,J .... ~) , ,J" == ,J ,J +, ,J ,J ,J-

(6.Z)2 ,(6.R)2 . (6.Z)2 
and 

1 · ~~2 '1 ~e ~2 \ ~2e ~2e 4 re2 '-01 .J 0, . ,-20, .+0, . 1 
R!~ \:R~ + If ~If + :Z~) = 2;R2 + ;Z2~ l (~R)2 ,J+ ,.)+ (6.Z;~ .J-

which replace the left-hand sides of Eqs. (17a) and (17b). 

(18a) 

(18c) 

(18d) 

(18e) 

(l8f) 

(19a) 

, (l9b) 

If a sink is located at (l,J), the finite difference equation corresponding 

to Eq. (12) is 

(20) 
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We nO\,I turn our attention to boundary conditions for the difference 

equations. Boundary conditions (13d) and (14d) have already been incorporated 

in Eqs. (19) and (20). The remaining boundary conditions are 

with i=1,2, ••• M , (21a) 

8. N = 8a with i=1,2, ••• M , 
1 , . 

(21 b) 

8u . = a with j=1,2,. •• N , 
IVI,J 

(21c) 

Pi,o = Pi,2-2(~Z)Ra8i,1 with i=1,2, ••• M , (22a) 

with i=l ,2, ••• M . (22b) 

and 
P~1,j = 0 withj=1,2, ••• N, (22c) 

where the po·ints (i ,0) and (i ,N+l) in Eqs.(22a) and (22b) are imaginary points 

extended outside of the domain to take care of the derivative boundary conditions 

corresponding to Eqsa (14a) and (14b). The finite difference equations for a 

rectangular reservoir can be obtained in a similar manner (see Cheng & Lau, 1975). 

IV. Numerical Procedures 

We now rewrite the finite difference equations, given in the previous 

section, in a form suitable for the numerical solution by the Gauss-Seidel 

iteration method. Solving for P .. ,8 .. , P1,J· and 81,J·' from Eqso (17) - (20), 1,J 1,J 

we have 

(i) for an interior node (i,j) where i=2,0 • oM-1, and j=l, ••• N~ 

~ (k), (k) ] 
P. ·+l+P. ·-1 1,J 1,J 

(23a) 
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, 

. and 

(k+l) 1 {'l 1 (k+l) J (k) 
8. . = -- ~1-1 ---- 1+. -U..A (~R) e. . 

, ,J [2(1+:\2)-1-6 1., J2(~R)+Ar.-flJ:5(~R)J' m-=TT l,J 1 ,+l,J 
, ,J , ,J 

where A :: ~} , and the superscript IIkll denotes the number of iteration, 

(ii) along the center line (l,j) where j=l, •• oN, 

and 

( k+ 1) _ 1 ~ (k) 2 (k) (k) :\~R ( k) ( k) 40. ] 
Pl . ---2- 4P 2 .+:\ (P l '+l+Pl '_1)-Ra-2 (8. '+1-8 . '_l)~¥(J-J) 

,J (4+2:\) ,J ,J ,J 1,J' ,J IT 

(k+ 1 ) 
81 . = ,J 

It should be noted that we have already used the condition Ul .=0 in Eq. (24b) ,J 
and that the last term in Eq. (24a) vanishes except at the sink where j=Jo 

For the numerical solutions of Eqs. (22) - (24), the II combined iteration ll 

procedures used by Cheng, Yeung, and Lau (1975) in an earlier paper will now 

be employed. 
(k) (k) 

(1) Select a value for Ra and assume the initial values of 8 .. and P. '0 

(k+l)· ',J 1,J 
(2)' Find a temporary value of Pi,J. .. from Eqo (23a) and Eq. (24a) 

(3) The new iteration value for p~T~) is obtained by a weighted average 
(k+ 1)' (k) 

of the temporary value P*,. J' and the old iteration P .• by the formula , 1,J 

( k+ 1) ( k+ 1 ) , ( k) 
p. . = WP~ .. + (l-W) p. . 
l,J 1,J 1,J 

(25a) 

where W is c~lled the over-relaxation factor if 1 <W<2and under-relaxation 

factor if O<W<l. 
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(k+1) (k+l) 
(4) Compute velocity components Ui,j and Vi,j according to Eqso (18a) 

and (18b)0 
(k+ 1 ) 

(5) Find a temporary value of 8*, .. from Eqso (23b) and (24b). ,J 

( 6) Th . . 1 f (k+ 1) . b . d f e new 1terat10n va ue or 8. J. 1S a ta1ne rom 
1 , 

(k+l) 
8 .. 
1,J 

(k+l) (k) 
= ye~ . + (1-y)8 .. 1,J 1,J 

where y is the relaxation factor. 

(25b) 

(7) Repeat steps (2) - (6). The iteration process is terminated when 

the following criteria ar~ simultaneously satisfied: 

t1ax 

and 

Max 

(k+l) (k) 
8 .. -8 .. 1,J 1,J 

( k) 
8max 

(k+ 1) (k) 
P .. -P .. 1,J 1,J 
- ( k) 

Pmax 

Vo Numerical Results and Discussion 

< £ 

< £ 

(26a) 

(26b) 

Nu~erical solutions were obtained for Eqso (21) - (~4) with Ra=500, L=4, 

£=10-3 and 1..=5 (\'iith llR:=Oo 1 and llZ=~.02) for the follm'iing four cases. 

(l) A cylindrical reservoir with a sink at (0, 0.4) and with a withdrawal 

rate of -25<Q<00 ' The prescribed temperat~res are 8a=8s=0 and 8L=exP[-(2R}2]. 

(2) A two-dimensional rectangular reservoir with a sink at (0, 004) and 

with a withdrawal rate of -75<Q<0. The prescribed temperatures are 

8a=8s=0 and 8l =eXP[-(2X)2]. 

(3) A two-dimensional rectangular reservoir with an off-center sink at 

. {0.4, 0.4)0 The prescribed temperatures and the magnitude of sink strength 

are the same as Case 2. 
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(4) A two-dimensional rectangular reservoir with two sinks of equal 

strength at (±0.4, 0.4). The prescribed temperatures and the magnitude of 

sink strength are the same as Case 2. 

For the special case of Q = 0, i.e., zero withdrawal rate, it is found 

that the temperature distribution in the reservoirs from the present paper 

(which is based on the temperature and pressure formulation) agrees within 5% 

with earlier work by Cheng, Yeung, and Lau (1975) on the study of free 

convection in cylindrical and rectangular reservoirs (based on temperature 

and steam function formulation). The accuracy of the present numerical . . . 

solution is thus assured~ 

Figure 4 shows the isotherms in an axisymmetric geothermal reservoir 

at the \'lithdrawal rate of Q = 0, ~2, and -25 at Ra = 300. It is noted that 

the isotherms above the sink begin to show' some signs of contraction when 

the dimensionless withdrawal rate exceeds one. At Q = ~25, the isotherm 

for e = 0.2 is almost collapsed although the shape for e = 0.8 is hardly 

changed. 

The effect of withdrawal rates on the vertical profiles in a cylindrical 

reservoir is shown in Fig. 5. There are two forces which influence the 

vertical velocity of the convective fluids, namely; the buoyancy force and 

the pressure gradient induced by the withdrawal of the fluids. As the sink 

is located at Z = 0.4, the fluid at Z < 0.4 will experience a favorable 

pressure gradient, which tends to accelerate its vertical motion. On the 

other hand, the convecting fluid at Z < 0.4 will experience an adverse pressure 
-

gradient that tends to retard its vertical movement. For small withdrawal 

rates (Q = -2, fo~ example), where the induced pressure gradient is small 

in comparison to buoyancy force, the vertica.1 motion of the fluid is relatively 
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unaffected and consequently vertical velocity is positive everywhere in the 

thermal plume above the heat source. At Q = -25, the pressure gradient force 

is comparable to the buoyancy force and the effect of \'Jithdrawal of fluid is 

felt everywhere in the flow field; at a small distance above the sink, there is. 

a small region where the adverse pressure gradient is larger than the buoyancy 

force which causes ·a local reversal of velocity. 

The horizontal velocity profiles in a cylindrical reservoir for Q = 0 and 

Q = -25 are plotted in Fig. 6, where it is shown that seawater moves inland in 

the lower portion of the aquifer and warm water moves toward the ocean from 

the upper portion of the aquif-er. It is shown that while the outward horizontal 

velocity in the upper portion of the aquifer decreases as a result of the with

drawal of fluids, the inward horizontal velocity in the lower portion of the 

aquifer is relatively unaffected. The decrease in the outward horizontal velocity 

can be attributed to the fact that part of the warm water .has been withdrawn from 

the reservoir and consequently a smaller amount of warm water is discharged to . 

the ocean. 

Fig. 7 shows the isotherms .in a rectangular geothermal reservoir with a 

line sink at (0, 0.4) for Q = 0, -25, and -75. As in Fig. 4, the isotherms 

begin to contract as the withdrawal rate is increased. It should be emphasized 

that the definitions of the sink strengths for a point sink and a line sink are 

different and therefore their relative magnitudes cannot be compared. 

Theunsynmetric isotherms shown in Fig. 8 are due to off-center withdrawal 

of fluids in a rectangular reservoir. A comparison of Figs. 7 and 8 shows that 

the rate of collapse of isotherms is faster for the off-center withdrawal of 

fl uids. 

Fig. 9 shows the effect of withdrawal rates on the isotherms in a 

rectangular geothermal reservoir with two sinks of equal strength, located 
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symmetrically with respect to the heat source. Hhereas the isotherms in 

Figs. 7 and 8 are almost collapse at Q = -75, the isotherms in Fig. 9 do not 

collapse at twice the withdrawal rate. On the contrary, the extent of 

isotherms for e = 0.5 and e = 0.8 seems to increase as the withdrawal rates 

are increased. 

Fig. 10 shows the effects of location and withdrawal rate on the vertical 

velocity profiles in a rectangular reservoir. The vertical velocity profiles 

in the thermal plume of a geothermal reservoir without sinks is everywhere 

positive (Fig. lOa). With a sink strengh of -75 at (0, 0.4), the induced 

pressure gradient is felt ever~where in the rectangular reservoir. The fluid 

will accelerate or decelerate depending on whether it experiences a favorable 

or adverse pressure gradient which in turn depends on whether it is located at 

Z<0.4 or Z>0.4, as is shown in Fig. lOb. It is of interest to note that when 

the sink is located at (-0.4, 0.4), which is off-center with respect to the 

heat source, the thermal plume does not rise directly above the point of 

maximum heating (Fig. lab). The displacement of the thermal plume is due to 

the horizontal pressure gradient induced by the sink, which causes the lateral 

movement of water above the point of max"imum heating (i.e., x=O). When two 

sinks of equal strength (both at Q = -75) are located symmetrically with respect 

to the point of maximum heating as shown in Fig. lad, it has the effect of 

. inducing a larger amount of fluid moving upward from the heating surface and 

thus enhances the convective heat transfer rate. Consequently, although the 

total sink strength in Fig. lad is twice that in Figs. lab and lac, the mushroom 

shape of isotherms in Fig. lad do not collapse such as those in Figs. lab and 

lac. 
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